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HEADLINE: KMC Information Systems & Players National Locator Announce Release of Auomated Skip Trace Interface
BODY:
St. Louis, MO -- (May 18, 2009) – KMC Information Systems, L.C. ("KMCIS") and Players National Locator, LLC (“PNL”) are pleased to
announce the completion and general release of the electronic interface between PNL’s Q-Find® skip trace application and the
CaseAware™ Suite. The suite consists of CaseAware™ Manage and CaseAware™ Integrate. CaseAware™ Manage is a complete
Case Management System that includes a dynamic workflow engine, Automated Fees and Costs, and integrated Document
Generation, Storage & Retrieval. CaseAware™ Integrate provides automated, two-way transmission of data between the firm’s Case
Management/Accounting systems and the prevalent Default Services industry middleware platforms including – Clarifire®,
Countrywide®, LPS Desktop® (NewTrak®, NewInvoice®) Lenstar®, Quandis®, VendorScape®, iClear®, Walz®, ASAP, RSVP,
ProVest, TSG and Texas Title Interfaces, and now Players National Locator.
Kris Scott, a PNL Operations Manager commented on CaseAware™ & KMCIS, “We are very excited to partner with such a
technology-focused and forward-thinking organization. The CaseAware platform pairs perfectly with our custom developed Q-Find®
system from Quandis, Inc. The implementation was smooth and we’re now offering the most effective, secure and seamless skip
tracing service in the industry. The KMCIS/CaseAware team really delivered and helped bring our vision to fruition. We look forward to
an extraordinary future with CaseAware.”
Dan Cannon, the KMCIS Chief Operating Officer remarked, “We are thrilled to have the opportunity to work together with PNL and
Quandis to develop a skip tracing interface which combines the accuracy and automation features of PNL’s system with those of
CaseAware™ to create enhanced automation options for our shared clientele. The PNL staff was knowledgeable and responsive
during the design and testing phases of the interface development, resulting in a streamlined and efficient process that is sure to
enhance the productivity of those firms utilizing the interface.”
Leveraging a high tech, high touch, proprietary skip tracing process, Players National Locator has the ability to quickly and effectively
locate borrowers facing foreclosure actions. The process includes refined workflow procedures with automated task assignment and
execution. Players National combines industry-leading data tools, the latest technology platform, and outbound call-center efforts to
offer a premium skip tracing solution that typically yields an 85% success rate in locating borrowers. Clients will experience increased
productivity, improved service of process rates and lower overall costs. With over 70 years combined experience in mortgage default
services, senior management at Players National oversees a group of highly skilled, experienced staff. They are committed to
demonstrating value and delivering exceptional customer service.
Located in suburban St. Louis Missouri, KMC Information Systems is a full-service Software Development and Consulting Company
dedicated to implementing quality solutions for the Legal, Mortgage, and Title industries. KMC Information Systems’ Professional
Services group provides support for custom application development, system administration and support, and business process and
technology consulting.
Visit http://kmcis.com to view further information about CaseAware™ and the other Products and Services offered by KMC Information
Systems, L.C.
Disclaimers
Clarifire®, Countrywide®, LPS Desktop®, iClear®, LenStar®, Quandis®, Walz®, VendorScape®, and Q-Find® are the registered
trademarks of their respective owners and KMC Information Systems, L.C. claims no interest therein.
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